Abstract: JIT-oriented processing path schedule is a difficulty over Internet-based machining resource sharing system since which involves so much complex correlations. This paper solves the difficulty by three steps: Firstly, the mathematical model of JIT-oriented process schedule, considering the complex correlations and the earliness/tardiness penalty, is constructed; Secondly, the processing unit-based genetic algorithm is proposed and detailed; Thirdly, the original concept of processing order arrangement is proposed and its advantages are illustrated. Finally, a case study demonstrates the practicability and feasibility of the tactic combining processing unit-based GA and processing order arrangement.
Introduction
In the modern manufacturing enterprises, machining resource made of CNC machines is expensive resource. Enterprises are facing the dilemma: owning a large number of machining resource could lead to idle time of machining equipment, while orders could not be handled on time if no enough machining resource. Internet-based machining resource sharing is a good approach to solve the dilemma.
Processing path schedule is a complex combinatorial optimization problem which study is mainly focused on how to improve bionic algorithms, such as the Genetic Algorithm (GA) [1] [2] , Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [3] , and the Artificial Neural Network (ANN), and so on, to develop effective solving mechanisms. JIT-oriented project logistics schedule problem is put forward to accommodate the need of Just-In-Time (JIT) production pattern [4] which scheduling objective is different from traditional scheduling pattern [5] . Traditional scheduling pattern usually aims at finishing the task as soon as possible. But, actually, finishing the project ahead of the due time fails to take the full advantage of the processing resource [6] , and increases the inventory cost. This study takes a practical point of view to low the processing waiting time by optimizing processing path.
The Mathematical Expression of JIT-oriented Processing Path Schedule
The JIT-oriented processing path schedule problem under non-parallel multi-machine processing setting could be described as: A system is formed by n independent processing tasks and m multi-type processing machines. Each task has its own delivery date and includes ki processing. Each process has a determinate processing time. Under certain constraints, all tasks are assigned to processing machines and the starting time is determined to minimize the total time of earliness/tardiness. 
The Genetic Algorithm Design Based on Processing Unit
One of the keys to solve combinational optimization problem adopting the genetic algorithm is to come up with the design variables fitting the iteration of genetic algorithm, namely: devising the chromosome which could both express the design variables and fit the solution of genetic algorithm. Since the JIT-oriented processing path schedule problem includes both serial constraints and parallel constraints, so it is hard to code using the process as the unit. This study takes the project as the unit and the chromosome is designed according the project number.
Take the scheduling project in table 1 as the example, a chromosome could be designed as: 
The length of the chromosome is the total number of processes and the figure stands for the work-piece number respectively. The number of times the same figure appears is the process number of the work-piece. Each occurrence of process number stands for one process.
Chromosome coding method based on project is a natural number coding. Due to each natural number only represents the serial number of the project, not the numerical value, the solution obtained is usually unfeasible when adopting the normal crossover process mode. For example, 2,2,3,3,1,2,3,1,3 
Apparently, these two chromosome's number of appearance of serial number are not equal to the number of processes, namely these two chromosomes are not within the feasible region.
To make sure the constraint that the new chromosome obtained by crossover process's number of appearance of serial number is equal to the number of processes is met, this study takes not the genetic point as the basis for selection of crossover section, but the serial number of work-piece. The steps are: randomly choosing a serial number of a certain project, reserving the location of the serial number in two chromosomes respectively, copying other sections not belonging to this serial number into the rest genetic points according to the order. As the in the above example, project 2 is taken as the crossover section, then two new chromosomes are obtained as follows: 2,2,3,3,3,2,3,3,1,1,1 
Apparently, these two chromosomes meet the constraint that the number of appearance of the work-piece's serial number is equal to the number of processes.
Similarly, the number of appearance of the serial number is not equal to the number of processes when adopting the normal genetic point variation strategy. This study takes the genetic point interchange as the variation strategy to make sure that the chromosome after variation could meet the constraint that the number of appearance of the serial number is equal to the number of process. The steps are: Randomly choosing two genetic points, judging whether if the values on these two genetic points are equal, if equal, then randomly choosing again, until getting two genetic points whose values are different, then interchange the value on these two genetic points to get new chromosomes. For instance, in chromosome P1, if the genetic points randomly chosen are 2 and 8, then the new gotten chromosome after variation is:
The chromosome obtained adopting the interchange variation strategy could meet the constraint that the number of appearance of the serial number equal to the number of processes.
A Case Illustration Based on Process Order Arrangement
In this study, the chromosome of the genetic algorithm only represents the position of the project in the process order arrangement, not the specific process's arrangement position. If all the processes are serial, then the process order arrangement is unique. For example, the corresponding process order arrangement of chromosome 05 is: 
However, since the parallel processes are involved, more work needs to be done in order to get the process order arrangement. This paper adopts the process order arrangement formed by selecting the post-order process and parallel process at the equal probability. Taking the chromosome of (16) as the example: 1,2,1,2,2,1,1,1,2,1,2,2,1,2,1 ]
To start with, 101 is chosen, it has two post-order processes 102 and 104, then one of them is selected at the equal probability to fill the second genetic point. The value of the next genetic point is 2, and then only 201 could be chosen to fill this genetic point. Next genetic point's value is 1, its selection is determined by the value of the second genetic point. If the value of the second genetic point is 102, it has a post-order process 103 and a parallel process 104, and then one of them is selection at the same probability to fill the 4th genetic point. According to this rule, until all the genetic points are filled, the chromosome taking the process as the genes is formed, namely a complete scheduling scheme. The following chromosome is a process chromosome corresponding to the above chromosome based on project unit 
When the process chromosome is gotten, the process order arrangement is obtained, and an optimal solution could be gotten. Since it is probable that there are more than one machine belongs to the same type, so the resource allocation scheme could not be gotten only according to the process order arrangement. Based on process order arrangement, this study adopts the mode in which the same type machine is selected alternately to form a first in first out processing sequencing mode.
Conclusions
Internet-based machining resource sharing is a good approach to solve the dilemma between buying machines and improving facility utilization, while there are some difficulties in the scheduling. The results of this research to solve these difficulties include the followed three points:
(1) The mathematical model of JIT-oriented project logistics schedule, considering the complex correlations and the earliness/tardiness penalty is constructed;
(2) The project unit-based genetic algorithm is proposed. This study takes the project as the unit and the chromosome is designed according the project number. The length of the chromosome is set based on the total number of processes and each project's process number is equal to the gene digits in the chromosome, which is easy to coding and decoding for solution search of JIT-oriented project logistics schedule; (3) The original concept of process order arrangement is proposed, which is proven to have the advantages of meeting the requirement of serial constraint and covering the feasible region.
Finally, a case study demonstrates the practicability and feasibility of the tactic combining project unit-based GA and process order arrangement.
